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Clearwater Bay, the Mid-Levels, Jardine’s Lookout, 
Kadoorie Avenue …. it’s safe to say that KAREN and MARK 
PROCHAZKA and their children have moved around quite 
a bit during their time in Hong Kong – but once they found 
themselves in Shouson Hill, it was for keeps!

A Hill of One’s Own
BY RACHEL READ  
PHOTOGRAPHY BY SUZANNE GOODWIN
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Raise the Roof
Having originally moved to Shouson Hill 
back in 2003 due to pollution allergies 
exacerbated by living in congested 
Causeway Bay, the family’s current 
2400-square-foot rented duplex is a 
perfect match for husband-and-wife 
Mark and Karen Prochazka and their two 
teenage sons, Mark and Ashton. “There 
are no cons to living in Shouson Hill!” 
enthuses Karen. “It’s quiet and green, and 

the air is cleaner on the Southside. Our 
place is a duplex but feels like a house, 
and is set back from the road so there’s 
practically no traffic noise – it’s as peaceful 
as it is possible to be in Hong Kong 
without being too far from everything.” 

One major attraction of their building 
was its generous rooftop space, which the 
couple uses both for entertaining and more 
practical purposes … like hanging their 

laundry! “The roof is definitely intended 
as a social space – a place for eating when 
the weather suits, for our sons to privately 
hang out with their friends and for us to 
entertain; we’ve had 60 or so people up 
there,” Karen recalls. She made the large 
space look more intimate and inviting with 
a Pottery Barn rug, faux fur throws and 
colourful Jim Thompson print cushions 
bought in Bangkok.
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Paint the Town
One of the most striking features that 
greets visitors as they enter the house is 
a hand-painted floral wall mural, featured 
in both the entrance hall and dining 
room. Owing to a metal allergy, Karen 
had deliberately sought out non-toxic 
Eicó paints to use in her home – and 
once she had decided to create a mural 
with the company’s paints instead of 
using wallpaper for a feature wall in the 
dining room, it was Eicó’s CEO who put 
her in touch with a local street artist, 
Hadrian Lam. “I wanted something 
large, decorative and eye-catching yet 
also quiet, unassuming and relatively 
plain,” Karen explains. “I wanted a scene 
from nature and I’d seen many wallpaper 
designs with cherry blossom, so Hadrian 
had the brilliant idea of painting the silk 
cotton tree that grows in Hong Kong and 
is a great favourite with photographers 
here. We loved it so much he painted a 
similar scene for us in the entrance hall!”

The decorative mural was deliberately 
designed to balance out the long, plain, 
white-grey wall of their living room, which 
extends across to the dining room. “My 
husband wanted a projector TV but I didn’t 
want a drop-down projector screen, so we 
designed the living room with one wall 
completely bare for that purpose,” Karen 
describes. “The idea was that the dining 
room mural would distract you from the 
fact that the living room is so bare – and 
I think it works. In any case, the projector 
TV is amazing; our housewarming here 
was a blast, with music videos providing 
the soundtrack to much table-top dancing!”

Eicó paints helped shape the ambience 
of other parts of their home too. The 
family’s entertainment room – designed 
for their sons to “hang out with their 
friends and play computer games in their 
own space” – is an eye-catching Moscow 
Red shade chosen by their youngest son. 
“It’s his favourite colour and gives the 
room a nice masculine air,” Karen says. 
Meanwhile, the bannisters were painted 
with a metallic pewter Eicó shade that 
instantly transformed the mood of the 
whole space, making it feel “more modern 
and less colonial.”
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Modern Warmth
Karen describes her interior decorating style as 
“everything that minimalist and monochrome 
are not!” She loves colour and feeling a sense of 
warmth in the home; “So I surround myself with 
furniture and objects that conspire together to 
give a homely look.” 

The couple’s bedroom is a case in point; it’s 
dominated by a sumptuous wooden Tequila 
Kola bed. “Mark and I joke that we can never 
separate as neither of us could ever lose the 
bed!” she laughs. The intriguing tapestry above 
their bed belonged to Karen’s parents and was 
brought from Austria in the 1970s. “It’s been on 
a wall somewhere for most of my life. It’s not 
an original or handmade but I love the texture 
and quiet peace of it,” she says, “I think I’m the 
only person in Hong Kong with a tapestry on 
the wall!”

“My interior 
decorating 

style is 
everything that 
minimalist and 
monochrome 

are not!”
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RECOMMENDATIONS

INTERIORS 

Eicó Paint
1506 Remex Centre 
42 Wong Chuk Hang Road, Aberdeen
5367 6716 | eico.hk

Hadrian Lam
9666 4912 | hadrian.lam@gmail.com

Tequila Kola
1/F, Horizon Plaza, 2 Lee Wing Street, 
Ap Lei Chau
2877 3295 | tequilakola.com

Inside 
12/F, Horizon Plaza, 2 Lee Wing Street, 
Ap Lei Chau
2873 1795 | inside.com.hk 

Asia Theatre Engineering
18/F, Richmond Plaza, 496 Jaffe Road, 
Causeway Bay
+852 2838 3699 | asiatheatre.com.hk 

Yuen Ngai Furniture
20A Rua de S. Paulo, Macau
+853 369 780

ROOFTOP FURNITURE & PLANTS

Goodwin Furniture Co.
No.86 Building, Zhongshan 4 Road
Zhongshan, Guangdong, China
+86 760 8826 3629 | fayhero.com 

Kwok Fung Garden
Shouson Hill Road West, Aberdeen
2552 6661 
kwokfunggarden@hotmail.com

Pottery Barn
+800 1500 2222 | potterybarn.com 

Jim Thompson
jimthompsonfabrics.com

Most of the family’s homeware items were bought on their travels around the 
world, with other noticeable pieces including some beautiful lamps in the stairway 
that throw patterns onto the ceilings and walls when turned on, a collection of 
antique maps from Prague in the entertainment room, and unusual sketches in 
the living room done by a Czech artist and friend of Karen’s father-in-law. “He 
reminds me of Asian artists who can capture so much movement and feeling with 
just a few strokes of a pen,” she says.

“Mark and I are long-term expats so I think we’ve become more than unusually 
attached to our possessions as a form of self-definition,” Karen continues. With 
such a warm, welcoming and unique home filled with rare and beautiful finds, 
we can definitely see why! 


